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Trust is vital.
More than three million times a day,
critical patient-care decisions are made
based on blood pressure determinations
that are taken using DINAMAP ®
technology from GE Healthcare.
Since the introduction of the first
automated and reliable oscillometric
non-invasive blood pressure (NIBP)
monitor in 1976, GE Healthcare has
continued to revolutionize the industry by
utilizing proven Six Sigma methodology
to develop innovative and trustworthy
automated non-invasive blood pressure
solutions.

DINAMAP Pro
100-400 Series

Redesigned for quality-driven healthcare
professionals who demand proven
world-class technology in every parameter,
the DINAMAP Pro 100-400 Series V2 brings
together proven DINAMAP algorithms in a
monitor with enhanced reliability features.
With the DINAMAP Pro 100-400 Series,
you can take BP measurements that are
fast, accurate and comfortable for your
patients. And, you can obtain reliable
temperature readings in seconds and
get oxygen saturation readings using
your choice of SpO2 solutions – the
industry-leading Masimo® SET® (gold
standard) or Nellcor® OxiMax.® So, you
can spend less time checking vitals
and more time on actual patient care.

Vital signs monitors

For more than 100 years, scientists and industry
leaders have relied on General Electric for
technology, services and productivity solutions.
So no matter what challenges your healthcare
system faces – you can always count on GE to help
deliver the highest quality services and support.
For details, please contact your GE Healthcare
representative today.
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The innovation inside.
With more than 25 years of experience,
DINAMAP has earned a reputation as the
gold standard in non-invasive blood
pressure measurement. With its unique
patented algorithm and artifact rejection
system, the DINAMAP Pro 100-400
Series ensures exceptionally accurate
BP readings, regardless of patient
movement, utilizing market-leading
DINAMAP technology.

• Masimo SET
The gold standard in SpO2 monitoring,
Masimo Signal Extraction Technology
(SET) greatly enhances accuracy –
especially in extremely difficult patient
conditions, such as motion and low
peripheral perfusion. Numerous clinical
studies prove Masimo SET reduces
costs, improves patient outcomes
and decreases medical errors.

• DINAMAP ASAP
Intelligent DINAMAP ASAP NIBP
technology automatically adjusts
for lower inflation pressures on blood
pressure readings. The results are
faster determination times and
greater patient comfort, complete
with unparalleled DINAMAP accuracy.

• Nellcor OxiMax
The Pro 100-400 Series features
Nellcor’s fifth-generation pulse
oximetry, OxiMax. As a global leader
in pulse oximetry, Nellcor is known for
designing accurate and reliable pulse
oximeters that identify electronic and
optical noise, as well as motion artifact.
With a proven record for performance
and reliability, Nellcor remains the
leading choice of clinicians worldwide.

• IVAC Turbo•Temp
An electronic thermometry system
by IVAC®, Turbo•Temp™ is extremely
accurate and fast – so fast, in fact,
that oral temperatures are provided
in as fast as seven seconds, which
saves valuable time.
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Technology that works
for you and your patients.
As a full line of patient monitors, the
DINAMAP Pro 100-400 Series offers a
range of functionality to meet all your
monitoring needs, with each monitor
delivering the ease of use, reliability
and accuracy that quality patient care
demands. What’s more, each DINAMAP
monitor is designed to provide years
of dependable performance that can
be easily upgraded as your hospital’s
needs change.

Communication
to enhance patient care.
With the DINAMAP Pro Series, patient
vital signs can be wirelessly transmitted
to a PDA running wCareAssist™, where
the nurse can verify correct patient
identification and chart other patient
information, such as intake and outputs,
creating the front end to the electronic
medical record (EMR).
This ability to interface with the EMR plays
an important role in giving caregivers
access to more accurate and timely
patient information, which can ultimately
lead to increased nurse productivity,
reduced chance of transcription errors
and better patient care.

